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Welcome to Newsletter 3 from GB
Poultry

Here's what's in store this month....

INTRO
SHAUN HAMMON from WERNLAS - PART 3
CCM AUCTION REPORT from Robin Moule
ACS - An Interesting Update
GRAHAM HODGE INTERVIEW

Like many of you reading, I’ve had a great hatching season (too many!)
but am now endlessly at the feed store swiping my debit card for
growers pellets and shavings, and also having regular battles with red
mite, which are explosive this year - even managing to find coops they
have no business finding - such as broody coops in my garage. For the
poultry breeder, this can be a stressful time of year, and especially
when there are birds everywhere that cannot be reduced quickly (you
know the situation… he wants a trio, she wants a pair), but they live all
over the country, so it's a case of ‘reduction in dribs and drabs.’ The
hobby can be really hard work at this time of year... you have my every
sympathy!
PULLET S ONLY?

Question: Will we ever stop getting enquiries for ‘pullets only?’ The
amount of times people have just wanted Partridge Wyandotte pullets
over the years - and in large quantities too - is unbelievable! In the UK
we don’t have large hatcheries for pure breeds like they do in the US,
for example, so supplying the demand is virtually impossible. The male
siblings of these birds are precious too, and extolling their worth to
newcomers is often challenging; they might even like a cockerel, but
many people can’t keep one because of their proximity to neighbours.
WELCOME!

A HUGE Welcome and Thank You to all our new Subscribers… we’ve
added 80 names to the list since the first Newsletter a couple of
months ago. Word is clearly spreading and the support of long-

established breeders, fanciers and friends is very much appreciated.
This month I am very grateful to pal Graham Hodge, who together with
his brother Stephen (and associated showing partners), have bred
some outstanding specimens over the years - doing very well with
them too. Graham has sadly called it a day, but I wanted to
acknowledge his success, and the support, friendship and inspiration
he’s given to many of us during his time in the hobby.
ACS INFO

Only a couple of days ago (19 July), I was told by my local feed store
that EU Legislation had changed regarding the inclusion of ACS
(anticoccidiostats - medication - in poultry feed) to help reduce the
chances of Coccidiosis. There appears to be a bit of confusion about
this between feed companies, so please take this information included
as ‘my story’ and it might just make things clearer (if suddenly your
local feed store doesn’t have chick crumbs or growers pellets
available with ACS), or if they offer an alternative ingredient in their
feeds, which may not be peer-reviewed. I have been informated by a
UK Poultry Vet that Monensin is a perfectly acceptable ACS, but just
don’t feed it to the wrong species of poultry… so we need to be aware
of what is in our feeds. Personally, I’ve had to resort to using the ‘plain’
chick crumbs out of necessity (so feed without ACS) but as always, I
have some Apple Cider Vinegar at hand which changes the PH level of
the gut to kill off coccidia. If you have any concerns about your growing
stock having Coccidiosis, I find that a teaspoon of ACV in a 3 litre
drinker for a week does the trick.
AUCTIONS ARE BACK!
I am grateful to Robin Moule for sending his recent report for CCM
Auctions in Skipton, so I hope you enjoy this section. I will be
interviewing Robin and other Auction houses shortly on the impacts of
the last 18 months on their businesses.
WERNLAS - PART 3 (FINAL)
I greatly enjoyed interviewing Shaun Hammon (the former Wernlas
owner) and it was a hot Saturday whilst many cups of tea flowed. The
interview was really in depth, but conducted with an air of sadness and
an 'end of an era' feeling. But in his usual approach, Shaun was very
open and direct in his answers, and many of you have enjoyed learning
about how he went about things.
Please do keep spreading the word. :)
To your success in breeding and keeping poultry!
Best wishes,
Grant

What autosexing breeds can be attributed to the Wernlas and
how were they made?
We created our own line of the Barnebar from scratch as well as
brand new varieties to include: the Cobar, the Silbar and the Wernlas
Olive. The Silbar, an autosexing Silkie was created by crossing a Cuckoo
Silkie to a Partridge Silkie and developed through progressive matings
back to Partridge Silkies.
The Cobar, an autosexing Cochin was created from a North Holland
Blue crossed to Partridge Cochins. The feathered legs of the North
Holland made it more suitable than the Barred Rock. First cross birds
were then crossed back to Partridge Cochins to breed out the genes
for self colour, while retaining the barring factor on Partridge. While
appearing ‘Crele’ in colour, they were ultimately ‘Barred-Partridge
Cochins.’
The Barnebar was created from a long established autosexing breed:
the Welbar crossed to Barnevelders, with subsequent offspring being
crossed back to Barnevelders to reset the heavy black double lacing,
and retain the barring.
I had actually thought of trying to make an autosexing Buff Plymouth
Rock bantam, as many customers wanted ‘sexed’ chicks; they simply
couldn’t have a male in many cases and the Buff Rock bantams were
always popular. Sadly, we ran out of time on that, but I believe there is
currently a breeder out there trying to create them.
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Over the years, different breeds have come and gone at the
Wernlas. For the ones you got rid of, in what way didn’t they
measure up, and how long did you give them?
Well the answer to that has to be ‘demand’ and ease of keeping. Some
breeds were really popular, such as the Poland for example, but
producing them in consistent numbers year by year was challenging
at times. It all comes down to economy, but we did try to give each
breed 5 to 6 years before deciding it wasn’t financially viable to keep
on. Every breed of Poultry has a market, but supplying that market
isn’t always easy and each breed has its challenges.
What age did you feed chick crumbs up to and how did you go
about introducing growers pellets (they invariably turn their
nose up at the new bigger pellets)

We always switched our chicks onto growers pellets at 8 weeks of age.
We would mix the growers pellets into the chick crumbs over the
course of a week to let them gradually get used to it. We have never
had a problem with growers not wanting to eat the pellets, even the
bantams.
Many people are clueless about inbreeding, but you knew your
stuff and certainly weren’t afraid to outcross (Silver Laced to
White Wyandotte for example). How important is it to keep the
blood fresh and how close can one go?
Ah, the Silver Laced to White Wyandotte, yes I recall that one. It came
about when I was buying in a desperately needed fresh Silver Laced
cockerel from a breeder whose grandfather imported them into the
country - Margot Haines was it? I recall saying that if the cockerel
from her didn’t provide much vigour, I was going to cross him to White
Wyandottes. “You mustn’t do that” she said. However, the original
Whites emerged from Silver Laced Wyandottes, and it proved to be a
successful cross for the purposes of vigour. The markings were slightly
affected in the first generation (half moons instead of lacing), but a
cross back to Silver Laced Wyandottes soon fixed the pattern while
retaining that much-desired infusion of utility traits.
People need to be aware that all breeds started as crossbreeds. I feel
strongly that this point should be driven home. They say that:
‘Inbreeding is Line-breeding gone wrong.’ I don’t know about that, as
you can definitely ‘inbreed’ a little bit. I would say the thing that
stopped me was when ‘hatchability’ not necessarily fertility, dropped
off.
We once had a pen of Andalusians set up that consisted of a male with
his four great granddaughters and they still produced very well. I think
Inbreeding is one thing, but ‘Inbreeding depression’ is another. It is my
experience that when lines are too highly related, many males emerge
as they are the stronger embryos. I found the same to be true in dogs
and other species.
We did buy in fresh stock cockerels on a regular basis. Across the 60 or
so breeds, at least 10 cockerels would be new each season.
Your readers may be intrigued to learn that Tom Aires brought in an
outcross of Buff Cochin for his Gold Silkies to increase size and vigour.
However, by the time he had bred back to Silkie enough times to reset
the multitude of visual characteristics, the birds were no bigger than
his original Silkies.

Chamois Friesian Fowl Pen

Is a brother to sister mating ever a good idea?
Well, in dire straits you can carry out such a mating, and you can get
good and bad results. However, It’s not a practice we, and I doubt
anyone else, would recommend.
I once spotted a Buff Cochin cockerel at the Wernlas that had the
colouring of a New Hampshire Red (Black tail and gingery
shoulders). This is typical of the results you get from a Partridge
to Self-Buff cross - would I be right in thinking you crossed your
Partridge to Buff Cochins to improve vigour in both lines?
Well spotted! I’m surprised you remember that! Yes, we wanted to get
the size up on our Partridge Cochins and had tried all sorts of
outcrosses that didn’t do any good. Breeders too, were struggling for
fresh blood at that time.
We bred the crosses back to Partridge but it didn’t really do the
markings any good. It made them slightly ‘fudged’ and lemony.
However, when the first crosses were bred back to Buff Cochins, it
produced some wonderful looking stock. We did get the odd one with a
black tail and gingery shoulders until the genes were set, but these
invariably went to garden and pet keepers who were more than
happy with them. If we knew a customer wanted show stock, we made
sure they had correct birds.

T he incubator room at Wernlas (all Curfew and no water ever added)

How many eggs per year would you reasonably expect from a
breed?
Ah, that’s a difficult one! The only breed we ever recorded was Buff
Rock bantams and they laid on average 180 eggs per year. Some of the
best utility Light Sussex lay in excess of 260 eggs per year. However,
much of the information out there is inaccurate. For a reasonable idea

of what you can expect from each breed, it is best to consult one of
Victoria Roberts’ books.
What were the biggest challenges when running the Wernlas
Collection?
Probably staff really. Employment law doesn’t exactly encourage you
to take people on. It was difficult to get people to take any interest in
what they were doing. Youngsters seem to expect a lot for little in
return. They see you doing alright and don’t realise how difficult it was
to get there - all the sacrifice and scrimping etc. Few seem prepared
to work their way up these days.
Did you ever take advantage of the Gold over Silver Sex-Linkage
option in poultry (for example Gold over Silver Campine, for the
purposes of vigour?)
Yes, we did with Campines and it worked rather well for a number of
years. However, we found eventually, that there just weren’t enough
different strains to outcross to and we had to move them on. Sicilian
Buttercups had to go for the same reasons. END.

Enid Procter and her winning Rhode Island Red pen (Pic: Robin Moule)

"PROCTERS RULE ROOST
SKIPTON..."

AS POULTRY FIXTURES RETURN AT

Birds of a feather flocked back to Skipton Auction Mart with a
welcome return on Saturday June 12, of the first live Craven Premier
Poultry show and sale since March last year, with 229 lots of bantams,
large fowl and waterfowl on offer.
Quality cages of pullets and trios sold away to a nice trade, with
bantams also following suit. Smaller ducks were a very mixed trade,
while geese were good to sell, as were a few pens of hens with young
chicks and several lots of young Warren pullets, 20 of which sold for
£50.
Ruling the roost in the show classes with the first prize and champion
pen of large fowl were a trio of 2020 Rhode Island Red, a cockerel and
two hens, from Keighley husband and wife, Joe and Enid Procter, which
was the top price cage at £50.
The couple, who celebrate their 55th wedding anniversary this year –
Mr Procter has been keeping poultry since he was a youngster – were
winning their first-ever poultry championship. They also stepped up
with the second prize pen of large fowl, another trio of Rhode Island
Red, which made £45. Mr and Mrs Procter also breed Silver Laced
Wyandottes, White Silkies and Light Sussex.
The first prize bantams, a trio of Patridge Wyandottes from Geoff and
Sue Wilkinson, of Barningham, Richmond, sold for £40, with the red
rosette-winning bantams, a pair of Silver Appleyard Ducks from Roger
Hebdon, of Upsall, Thirsk, making £15. Show judge was Margaret
Watkinson, of Hutton Sessay,
Several other lots making £45 were a trio of Marans pullets, a pair of
Apricot Call Ducks, Blue Farm Call Ducks and a pair of Silkies, with White
Emben Geese and a broody hen with Silkie chicks both achieving £40.
The next Craven Premier Poultry fixture is on Saturday September 11,
and will be staged in conjunction with Skipton’s annual sale of rare and
minority breeds livestock.
Further info: Robin Moule 07976-559961, e-mail:
robin@moulemedia.com

COCCIDIOSIS ACS INFO:

THIS isn't necessarily the new rules and should only be taken for my
experience in the UK this morning, but I thought this may explain why
some feed companies are changing their medication in chick crumbs /
growers pellets. THE STORY: I went to the local feed store today and
was told they only had the 'plain' chick crumbs in stock. I've been a
Wynnstay customer for over 20 years, and the chick crumbs, as far as I
knew, was always ACS (Anti-coccidiostats) to aid in the prevention of
Coccidiosis.
As you can imagine, I was perplexed, and after emailing the head of
poultry, Jim Turner, I have the following information back from him. It
may be of use or not, or it might just explain why there's an interruption
to the type of chick crumbs / growers available in your local feed
store. Hopefully this will be useful.
THE EMAIL....
Hello Grant, Thank you for the email. The product we used called
AVATEC went through some issues with the EU/UK governments
mainly due to an ingredient called Lasalocid Sodium. The industry
wasn't really informed of the issues until we were told that AVATEC was
then unlicenced for use in chickens. AVATEC or ACS as it was called on
the bag label is a medicated anticoccidial treatment. This came pretty
much out of the blue, we would normally have around 6 months
warning of this type of thing coming and we were told on the day it was
unlicenced. Although this in the instant caused some major issues for
us, we then took the decision to be more forward thinking in our
approach to using medicated products in the feed. There are issues
with this type of product that include:
large build up of immunity
transmission of lasalocid sodium into meat and eggs
customers seeking an unmedicated route
withdrawal periods
miss use of product by feeding to unlicenced species
(waterfowl)
manufacture and potential risk of contamination of
lasalocid sodium in the feed mill

After some searching I found a new and innovative product called
AFLOCOX manufactured by a company called Innovad. This product
really is a game changer for mitigating the risk of coccidiosis as it is
made from 100% natural bioactive ingredients
unmedicated
no withdrawal period
can be fed to all species
zero risk of contamination
Although just last week there was then a U-turn by the regulators on
AVATEC we have decided to stick with the innovative way forward as
sooner or later these medicated feed additives will be banned in feeds.
Jim Turner, head of poultry, Wynnstay Group
***UPDATE FROM POULTRY VET: "It is important to emphasise that
Monensin is a perfectly acceptable ACS, just don’t feed it to the wrong
species of poultry!!"

GRAHAM HODGE INTERVIEW

Graham (right) being presented the award for Best Rare Breed at the Scottish
National - by yours truly!

Graham Hodge is a phenomenal breeder of exhibition poultry, and is
a household name in the UK poultry scene. Winning no less than 120
Bronze, 18 Silver and 20 Gold stars from the Poultry Club of Great
Britain’s award system, the numbers simply speak for themselves.
Showing with his brother Stephen under the name S&G Hodge, the
duo secured many championships over the years, including the
National supreme winner (Taylor & Hodge) and the Federation
supreme winner - both with their Rosecomb bantams, as well as two
reserve champion National awards.
During their years at the top, the brothers would venture into new
breeds, which always made exhibitors nervous; they would soon be
serious contenders with whatever breed they took up. In recent years
Polands, Modern Game and Dutch were relatively new additions to
the Hodge stud, but the rosettes soon followed (after some skilful

breeding and selection). Before that a firm favourite with Graham
was his Orpington bantams in a variety of colours, as well as Call
Ducks in White, but the true favourite has always been his beloved
Black Rosecomb bantams.
Graham would plan his breeding year around the shows and
certainly loved the social aspect of travelling up and down the
country. It was at one such show that Graham and I first met
(Reading Bantam Classic), where a hotel visit was necessary and
plenty of food, drinks, poultry chat and banter were enjoyed in the
local town of Newbury. Of course, this was soon followed by many
other shows, including the winter classics where a catch up with
mutual pals was always looked forward to.
In terms of ‘all-round fancier,’ few could compete with Graham. He is
an inspiration to poultry breeders far and wide, and has been very
helpful in providing interviews and hosting visits to his property over
the years (always laying on a good spread). More than that, he loves
seeing people doing well in the hobby and has helped out countless
fanciers along the way; his father even built me some poultry coops.
And even now, after deciding to take some time out, he is willing to
sit down and answer my questions. I am very grateful to Graham for
this, and wanted to acknowledge all of his hard work and efforts over
the years, but especially his friendship. Hence…
Graham, thanks for all you’ve done to further the hobby for
others. Of all your big wins, which was the most enjoyable and
why?
It’s nice to think I’ve been able to influence others positively. The most
memorable win for me was supreme champion at the Federation with
a Black Rosecomb male, because I hatched and reared him and
watched him win. Besides that the celebration later on in the hotel bar
was memorable too. Also great wins that stick out to me are the ‘best
of breeds’ we won at classics or club shows with a breed we newly
started.

The hobby has changed a lot in the last 20 years. What would
your advice be to newcomers who are taking up a ‘patient and
engrossing’ hobby in an instant gratification age?
My advice to anyone in the hobby nowadays (that wants to succeed
and be recognised as a top breeder in their chosen breed) is to ask
the top exhibitors that are successful and consistent winners
questions, as you need to aim to take their place at the top. The issue is
that the top breeders and exhibitors with this wealth of knowledge
that would help new exhibitors are disappearing at an alarming rate,
never to be available to exhibitors again. You need to gain as much
information about breeding, showing and preparation as you can, as
this information is what means a prize winner to a best in show. We did
this at every opportunity we had, then over time you use all the
different tips you get and put them together to have your own regime
as far as washing, feeding etc.
Aside from the above mentioned breeds, were there any others
you’ve kept over the years?
Our aim was to try and win all the bronze stars available in one
championship show with one breed from all the categories. So we had
Rosecombs in True bantams, in Light Breed we had Polands, Heavy
Breed we had Orpingtons, Hard Feather we had Modern Game
bantams, Waterfowl we had White Call Ducks, and Rare Breed we had
Sumatra. The best we had was four bronze stars in one show then also
getting a gold for best in show.

Which of the breeds was most challenging and why?
As far as certain breeds being more challenging than any other, I can’t
say really. Rosecombs for sure are difficult because they have so many
areas that get marked down (comb and lobe esecially), so breeding
plenty of birds to pick from is the only option. Modern Game are
difficult to win with consistently because every judge has a different
opinion, as they are mainly judged on style. Calls are probably the most
difficult for me, as I struggle every year to breed them.
All of those awards is outstanding. What is the points cup for,
and how many times did you win it?
the Poultry Club points trophy is offered to all members on the points
gained throughout the year from October 1st till Sept 30th the
following year. Only championship shows count, and when it started
you gained 5 points for a gold star, 3 for a silver and 1 for a bronze. I
think it started in 2014. We won it every year for the first 5 years. One
year we won it with over 80 points. I think the points have changed now
to 3 for gold, 2 for silver 1 for bronze.
Do you believe the ABCs of problems (Avian, Brexit and Covid first coined by Lee Grant) have had a significant damaging
effect on our hobby?
100%!!! (Sadly)… The ABC situation will have a devastating effect on our
hobby moving forward, in my opinion. Avian flu will be around every
year and seems to come earlier each time and leave later, so all the
classics and main showing time could be affected… So much so they
might have to move dates, which changes the dynamics of breeding
today. Brexit will make it almost impossible for the National to continue
in the format it has today, because if you take away the Irish fanciers
you are losing in excess of 1000 entries. Plus those guys always took
birds back with them so breeders lose out financially too. Not even
mentioning the amount the hotel bars will lose out on and the
atmosphere they create in the evenings. As far as Covid changing our
hobby, we will only be able to tell when we return to showing and the
faces we used to see aren’t there. When people change a habit it’s
difficult to get back into it, so time will tell.

Reserve Champion at the National Poultry Show

You were always the life and soul at the shows. Will you miss the
social side of showing?
The social side to shows is as enjoyable as the exhibiting itself. Having
said that, Friday evening starts the build up, Saturday morning is the
adrenaline rush till about 2pm when you’re still buzzing (or wanting to
go for a pint as you got second) and the day is over. I will miss all
aspects of showing as it starts with an egg, rearing the ones that take
your eye, preparing them for the show, getting them to their pens safe
(and still clean), and then the win… Marvellous!!! Can’t beat it! Shame
it’s over for me, but I will still try and get to shows to catch up with my
pals.
If there’s one breed you might keep again, what do you think it
would be?
I definitely won’t be starting over at anytime in the future to exhibit
again. Sadly, for me, it is all finished.
What does it take to win all those awards - presumably a lot of
focus, skill, time, effort and money?
To have success consistently, you have to be dedicated to what you
are doing. It’s not all about hatching some chickens then letting them
grow and seeing what happens. They need nurturing every day,
handling, studying, and feeding properly; a winner is made at home.

What are your plans for the future? Season Ticket for Preston
Football Club?
I’m unsure of my plans at the moment as a lot has to be sorted out
first. Divorce isn’t nice for anyone.

Best in Show at the National for T aylor & Hodge

Will you enjoy less expense and work now that the birds have
found a new home?
I miss the everyday routine of looking after the birds and ducks, and
Dad coming every day, with a flask, to put the world to rights. But
situations change and new beginnings beckon so I’m just
concentrating on my future and living day-to-day for now. Still having
tea with Dad, but in a mug and not a flask.
What do you think makes this hobby so great - one that you were
part of for so long?
What makes our hobby so great is the thrill of winning and accepting
the losing, the people you like and don’t like, information you gain or
forget, but top of all that is after all your hard work, expense, making
decisions, and all that planning, it all comes together with the ‘big win.’
Good luck everyone… Thanks for the memories!

Graham Hodge
END.
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